THE BELLOWS
Hamilton Camera Club

04 September 2014

Presidents Letter

Editor’s Introduction

Hello members, since the first issue of the Bellows
for the 2014-15 season I thought I would say a few
words as your new President.

Welcome to this introduction the new season’s
Bellows.

We have an exciting program starting in September with great speakers and workshops. Our executive is working on making beneficial changes to
improve clinics & other things that need attention.

This is the cub’s news letter and as such it will
attempt to keep you up to date on events of concern regarding the club, and photography in general.

The first thing coming up in November is the
“Bronze Box.” Our friendly competition between
the Don Mills Camera Club and us. We will need
20 projected images and 20 prints. Color and
Monochrome so start thinking of making some
great images over the summer so we can put them
together and win the “Bronze Box” again this
year. We are hosting this year. I will say more
about it when we open and hopefully have new as
well as old members that may not be familiar with
this.
As well as the “Bronze Box” competition I will be
asking for lots more images in the coming months.
One is for the “Niagara Frontier Regional Camera
Clubs.” (NFRCC) and some new ones for “The
Photographic Society Of America.” (PSA)
I have taken on a new job with them as Canada
Plains Membership Director covering all of Ontario and Manitoba. I will be bringing membership
information in September and will ask for more
images for some of their competitions.
Now you must think I want your whole library of
images? That might be true but only your best
ones, of course.

However most importantly it is the newsletter
for the members of the HCC and as such needs
your comments and articles if it is to be successful.
The comments and opinions that you wish to
express may well be contentious that is to be expected, as long as they are also constructive that
will be most fine.
Articles may range from travelogues and techniques to new developments in photography.
If you have photographic equipment that you
wish to sell, or buy, there will be space for that
too.
The point that I am trying to make is that I am
merely the editor the content of The Bellows
will be submissions from the membership and
reports from members of the executive as appropriate. I am looking forward to hearing from
you

I hope you have had a great summer.
See you at the Open House. September 8th.
Leonie

Rob

